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Following recent advances in the local theory of current-algebraic orbifolds we present the basic
dynamics - including the twisted KZ equations - of each twisted sector of all outer-automorphic
WZW orbifolds on so(2n). Physics-friendly Cartesian bases are used throughout, and we are able
in particular to assemble two Z3 triality orbifolds and three S3 triality orbifolds on so(8).
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1 Introduction
In the last few years there has been a quiet revolution in the local theory of current-algebraic
orbifolds. Building on the discovery of orbifold affine algebras [1, 2] in the cyclic permutation
orbifolds, Refs. [3, 4, 5] gave the twisted currents and stress tensor in each twisted sector of any
1
current-algebraic orbifold A(H)=H - where A(H) is any current-algebraic conformal eld theory
[6-11] with a nite symmetry group H. The construction treats all current-algebraic orbifolds at
the same time, using the method of eigenfields and the principle of local isomorphisms to map
OPEs in the symmetric theory to OPEs in the orbifold. The orbifold results are expressed in
terms of a set of twisted tensors or duality transformations, which are discrete Fourier transforms
constructed from the eigendata of the H-eigenvalue problem.
More recently, the special case of the WZW orbifolds Ag(H)=H; H  Aut(g) was worked
out in further detail [12, 13, 14], introducing the extended H-eigenvalue problem and the linkage
relation to include the twisted affine primary fields and the twisted KZ equations of the WZW
orbifolds. The general form of the twisted KZ equations is reviewed in Sec. 2.
In addition to the operator formulation, the general WZW orbifold action was also given in
Ref. [12], with applications to special cases in Refs. [12, 13]. The general WZW orbifold action
provides the classical description of each sector of every WZW orbifold in terms of appropriate
group orbifold elements, which are the classical limit of the twisted ane primary elds. Moreover,
Ref. [15] gauged the general WZW orbifold action by general twisted gauge groups to obtain the
general coset orbifold action.
In this paper we illustrate the general formulation of WZW orbifolds by working out another
large class of examples in further detail. In particular, we use physics-friendly Cartesian bases to
describe the basic dynamics, including the twisted ane Lie algebras, the twisted ane-Sugawara
constructions and the twisted KZ equations of all the outer-automorphic WZW orbifolds on
so(2n) = spin(2n). This includes two Z3 triality orbifolds and, somewhat surprisingly, three S3
triality orbifolds on so(8) = spin(8).
Some remarks about general WZW orbifolds are also included. In particular, Subsec. 4.2
completes the solution of the rectication problem [12] for all the basic twisted right-mover current
algebras, and Subsec. 4.3 completes the computation of the scalar twist-eld conformal weights
for all sectors of all the basic WZW orbifolds.
2 The Twisted KZ Systems of the WZW Orbifolds
We begin by reminding the reader that twisted KZ systems are now known [12, 13, 14] for the
correlators in the scalar twist-field statez1 j0i = (0)j0i
A^+(T ; z; )  h0jg^+(T (1); z1; )g^+(T (2); z2; )    g^+(T (N); zN ; )j0i (2.1a)
A^−(T ; z; )  h0jg^−(T (1); z1; )g^−(T (2); z2; )    g^−(T (N); zN ; )j0i (2.1b)
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)
ρ(σ)  0)j0i = h0jJ^n(r)(m+ n(r)ρ(σ)  0) = 0 (2.1c)
z1For the inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds a dierent set of twisted KZ equations [12] was given for the corre-




ρ(σ)  0)j0i = h0j ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)ρ(σ)  0) = 0 (2.1d)
 = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (2.1e)
in each sector  of any WZW orbifold Ag(H)=H. Here Nc is the number of conjugacy classes of
the original symmetry group H, J^n(r)(m +
n(r)
ρ(σ) ) are the modes of the twisted current algebra
[5, 12] of that sector and
g^(T ; z; z; ) = g^−(T ; z; )g^+(T ; z; ) (2.2)
is the twisted affine primary field in twisted representation T = T (T; ) of sector . The sector
 = 0 is the symmetric theory Ag(H), H  Aut g where the currents and ane primary elds are
untwisted and the scalar twist-eld state j0i0 = j0i is the untwisted ane vacuum.
The scalar twist-eld states exist for all sectors of all current-algebraic orbifolds. The reason
[14] is easy to understand in the equivalent form
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)
ρ(σ) > 0)j0i = 0; J^0(0)j0i = 0 : (2.3)
The rst condition holds for any primary state of any (innite-dimensional) Lie algebra and the
second condition restricts our attention to the \s-wave" or trivial representation of the resid-
ual (untwisted) symmetry of the sector. For the WZW permutation orbifolds and the outer-
automorphic WZW orbifolds on simple g, the scalar twist-eld state is also known to be the
ground state of each sector.
For each sector  of any WZW orbifold Ag(H)=H, the twisted left-and right-mover KZ systems
are
@A^+(T ; z; ) = A^+(T ; z; )W^(T ; z; ); ;  = 1 : : : N;  = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (2.4a)



















@A^−(T ; z; ) = ^W (T ; z; )A^−(T ; z; ); ;  = 1 : : : N;  = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (2.5a)




























1A A^−(T ; z; ) = 0; 8  (2.6a)
T ()T ()  T () ⊗ T (); z  z − z; z  z − z : (2.6b)
Here () is the order of the automorphism h 2 H and the integers n(r) and their pullbacks
n(r) are obtained from the H-eigenvalue problem of sector . The twisted tensors Lg^()() and
T = T (T; ) are respectively the twisted inverse inertia tensor and the twisted representation
matrices, formulas for which are given in Ref. [12], and the relations in (2.6a) are the Ward
identities of the residual symmetry algebra of each sector . In the untwisted sector  = 0, the
twisted KZ systems reduce to the ordinary KZ system [16] of the symmetric theory Ag(H).
The explicit form of the general twisted KZ system (2.4)-(2.6) has so far been worked out for
the following cases:
 the WZW permutation orbifolds [12, 13, 14]
 the inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds [14] on simple g
 the (outer-automorphic) charge conjugation orbifold on su(n  3) [13].
Ref. [13] also solved the twisted vertex operator equations and the twisted KZ systems in an
abelian limit to obtain the twisted vertex operators for each sector of a very large class of abelian
orbifoldsz2. The WZW permutation orbifolds also exhibit an extended operator algebra including
twisted Virasoro generators [1, 18, 14] and nally - with emphasis on the WZW permutation
orbifolds - the general twisted KZ system has been used to study the reducibility [14] of the
general twisted ane primary eld.
In what follows, we apply the general theory of WZW orbifolds to work out the basic dynamics
of all the outer-automorphic WZW orbifolds on so(2n), including the triality orbifolds on so(8).
The explicit forms of all the relevant twisted KZ systems are found in Subsec. 4.4. Except for our
discussion of the rectication problem in Subsec. 4.2 and the action formulation in Subsec. 4.6, we
concentrate for brevity on the twisted left-mover systems - but the twisted right-mover systems
[12, 13, 14] can be easily evaluated with the same data.
3 The Currents and Symmetries of so(2n) and so(8)
For accessibility in physics we begin in the standard Cartesian basis of so(2n), where the OPEs
of the currents of ane so(2n) are
Jij(z)Jkl(w) =
2k(eij)kl
(z − w)2 +
i
z − w (jkJil(w) + ilJjk(w) − ikJjl(w)− jlJik(w)) +O(z − w)
0
(3.1a)
z2An abelian twisted KZ equation for the inversion orbifold x ! −x was given earlier in Ref. [17].
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(eij)kl  12(ikjl − jkil); i; j = 1 : : : n; Jij(z) = −Jji(z) : (3.1b)
Here we have chosen root length  2 = 2 for so(2n  4) and the invariant level of so(2n  4) is
x = 2k= 2 = k. The antisymmetric tensors feijg satisfy
(eij)klJkl(z) = Jij(z); (eij)ij =
1
2
; Tr(eijekl) = −(eij)kl (3.2)
and the n(2n − 1) independent currents of so(2n) are obtained by choosing 1  i < j  2n. In
what follows we discuss the action of the various outer automorphisms (see the table in App. A)




!ij;klJkl(z)  !ij;klJkl(z); !ij;kl = −!ji;kl = −!ij;lk (3.3)
where the matrix !  !(h) is the action of the automorphism h 2 H  Aut g in the adjoint.
Moreover, because it will facilitate transition to the orbifold, we will insist in this paper on nding
bases in which the action ! of each automorphism is diagonal.
3.1 The parity automorphism P
As dened below, the parity automorphism P on so(2n) is a Z2-type outer automorphism for all
2n  6. For 2n  8, P is equivalent to the exchange of the two rightmost nodes of the Dn Dynkin
diagrams and for so(6) it is equivalent to the exchange of the outer nodes of the Dynkin diagram












iei; i = ; (odd number of +) (3.4b)
are the Weyl spinor reps of spin(2n) with opposite chirality (see also App. B).
To obtain a diagonal basis for P, we label the currents as follows
Jij(z) = fJ(z); J(z)  J;2n(z)g; ;  = 1; : : : ; 2n− 1 (3.5)
where the set fJ(z)g generates an ane so(2n− 1) at the same invariant level x. In this basis,
the OPEs of ane so(2n) read
J(z)J(w) =
2k(e)
(z − w)2 +
i










(z − w)2 −
i
z − wJ(w) +O(z − w)
0 : (3.6c)
The automorphism P acts on the currents as
!; = (e); !; = −(e;2n);2n = − (3.7a)
J(z)0 = J(z); J(z)0 = −J(z) (3.7b)
where the sign reversal of the vector current is a \parity" transformation. This action corresponds





so(2n− 1)x ; n  3 (3.8)
is a symmetric space. As seen in the table of App. A, these symmetric spaces correspond to
the outer automorphisms in entry iv) and the \alternate" charge conjugation automorphism (see










given in entry iii) of the table. Note that all Z2-type automorphisms, inner or outer, correspond
to symmetric space decompositions, and vice-versa, but not all symmetric space decompositions
correspond to outer automorphisms.
3.2 The charge-conjugation automorphism C
For any Lie g, the charge-conjugation automorphism C 2 Z2 is equivalent to sign reversal f(T ) !
−(T )g of all weights  of any irrep T . Correspondingly, the action T 0 of C on any matrix irrep
T of Lie g is unitarily equivalent to T
T 0  !T = T  −T t (3.10)
where t is matrix transpose. See Ref. [13] for the diagonal action of C in the standard Cartesian
basis of su(n).
To obtain a diagonal basis for C on so(2n)x, we label the currents as follows
Jij(z) = fJAB(z); JIJ (z); JAI (z)g (3.11a)
i = (A; I); A = 1 : : : n; I = n+ 1; : : : ; 2n (3.11b)
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so that the zero modes of the currents fJAB(z); JIJ (z)g generate the subalgebra (so(n)so(n)) 
so(2n). In this basis, the OPEs of ane so(2n) read
JAB(z)JCD(w) =
2k(eAB)CD
(z − w)2 +
i
z − w (BCJAD(w) + ADJBC(w)− ACJBD(w)− BDJAC(w))
+O(z − w)0 (3.12a)
JIJ(z)JKL(w) =
2k(eIJ )KL
(z − w)2 +
i
z − w (JKJIL(w) + ILJJK(w) − IKJJL(w)− JLJIK(w))
+O(z −w)0 (3.12b)
JAB(z)JIJ (w) = O(z − w)0 (3.12c)
JAB(z)JCI(w) =
i










z − w (ABJIJ(w) + IJJAB(w)) +O(z − w)
0 : (3.12f)
The diagonal action of C in this basis
!AB;CD = (eAB)CD; !IJ;KL = (eIJ)KL; !AI;BJ = −(eAI)BJ = −ABIJ (3.13a)
JAB(z)0 = JAB(z); JIJ(z)0 = JIJ(z); JAI(z)0 = −JAI(z) (3.13b)








2 for n = 3
1 for n  4 (3.14)
with invariant subalgebra h = so(n) so(n).
To see that C is equivalent to charge conjugation on so(2n) = spin(2n), note that the choice of
Cartan subalgebra fJi;2n−i; i = 1 : : : ng is entirely in g=h. Then the action of C on these Cartan
currents is
Ji;2n−i(z)0 = −Ji;2n−i(z); i = 1 : : : n (3.15)
and, as required by charge conjugation, C reverses the sign of all weights as measured by this
choice of Cartan subalgebra.
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Of course, this choice is equivalent to any other choice of Cartan subalgebra, for example the
standard choice fJ2i−1;2i; i = 1 : : : ng. For so(4r) the action of C on these Cartan currents is
J2i−1;2i(z)0 = J2i−1;2i(z); i = 1 : : : n; n = 2r (3.16)
so that sign reversal of all weights is equivalent to no sign reversal and
T 0 = T = T; 8 T on so(4r) = spin(4r) : (3.17)
This is in agreement with the table in App. A, which tells us that
 C = inner automorphism of so(4r) (3.18a)
 C ’ P = outer automorphism of so(4r + 2) (3.18b)
where P is the Dynkin automorphism of so(2n). More precisely, (3.18b) means that !(C) = K!(P)
where K is an inner automorphism which acts non-trivially. Another way to understand (3.18)
is as follows: Since C reverses the sign of each weight, it is easy to check from the weights (3.6)
that C maps
S $ C for so(4r + 2) = spin(4r + 2) (3.19a)
S ! S; C ! C for so(4r) = spin(4r) (3.19b)
which conrms the statement in (3.18).
3.3 The interpolating automorphisms fA(2n; r)g
We consider next a set of Z2-type automorphisms of so(2n)




so(r)x(r)  so(2n − r)x(2n−r)
(3.20)
which, as we shall see, interpolates between the automorphisms P and C described above. More
precisely, we nd that the \endpoints" of the sequence are
A(2n;n) = C; A(2n; 2n − 1) = P (3.21)
as one might expect by comparison of the symmetric spaces in (3.20) with those in (3.8) and
(3.14).
To describe the action of fA(2n; r)g, it is convenient to employ the same notation used above
for C, now with the more general ranges
fA(2n; r)g; r = n; : : : ; 2n − 1 (3.22a)
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Jij(z) = fJAB(z); JIJ (z); JAI(z)g; (3.22b)
i = (A; I); A = 1 : : : r; I = r + 1; : : : ; 2n (3.22c)
!AB;CD = (eAB)CD; !IJ;KL = (eIJ )KL; !AI;BJ = −(eAI)BJ = −ABIJ (3.22d)
JAB(z)0 = JAB(z); JIJ(z)0 = JIJ(z); JAI(z)0 = −JAI(z) : (3.22e)
Bearing these ranges in mind, the OPEs (3.12) are in a diagonal basis for all fA(2n; r)g.
According to the table of App. A, the automorphism A(2n; r) is an outer automorphism of
so(2n) only when r is odd, and an inner automorphism when r is even. This gives for example
the Z2-type outer automorphisms
A(6; 3) :
so(6)x












so(5)x  so(5)x ; A(10; 7) :
so(10)x




for so(6), so(8) and so(10). More generally, fA(2n; r)g contains m distinct Z2-type outer au-
tomorphisms for so(4m) and m + 1 for so(4m + 2), and this list includes all the Z2-type outer
automorphisms given in the table for so(2n).
Since all the Z2-type outer automorphisms are inner-automorphically equivalent to the Z2-
Dynkin automorphism, we have
C = A(2n;n) ’ A(2n;n+ 2) ’    ’ A(2n; 2n − 1) = P; for n odd (3.24a)
A(2n;n+ 1) ’ A(2n;n + 3) ’    ’ A(2n; 2n− 1) = P; for n even : (3.24b)
We emphasize however that each automorphism A(2n; r), r = n; : : : ; 2n− 1, inner or outer, gives
rise to a physically distinct twisted sector.
We also note that the parity automorphism P = A(2n; 2n − 1) is the only automorphism in
fA(2n; r)g which is an outer automorphism of so(2n) for all n. Moreover, the charge-conjugation
automorphism C = A(2n;n) is the only automorphism in fA(2n; r)g for which a full set of Cartan
generators (see Eq. (3.15)) is in g=h - and hence the only one which is equivalent to sign reversal
of all the weights of each spin(2n).
In what follows, we defer to the mathematicians by treating the case of P = A(2n; 2n − 1)
separately, but we will often include C = A(2n;n) as a special case of the full set fA(2n; r)g.
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3.4 The triality automorphism T1
In this subsection we consider the rst triality automorphism T1 2 Z3 which, as we shall see, is
equivalent to the Dynkin automorphism in entry viii) of the table in App. A. In this discussion
we will use the notation
fJij(z)g; 1  i < j  8 ; fJ(z)g; 1   <   7 (3.25)
for the currents of so(8) and so(7) respectively.
We recall rst the sequence of maximal subalgebras
so(8)x  so(7)x  (g2)x (3.26)
each with embedding index one. Refs. [19, 20] include discussions of this embedding, but we can
work out what we need from the fact (see e.g. Ref. [21]) that g2 is the subalgebra of so(7) which
leaves invariant the octonionic structure constants.
For the octonions f1; ig we will use the basis
ii = − + gi; ;  = 1 : : : 7 (3.27a)
g123 = g247 = g451 = g562 = g634 = g375 = g716 = 1; gg = 6 (3.27b)
and then we need to solve for the 14-dimensional subspace of g2 currents fJA(z)g
JA(z) = (A)J(z); A = 1 : : : 14 (3.28a)
(A)0g0γ + (A)0g0γ + (A)γγ0gγ0 = 0; (A) = −(A) : (3.28b)
An explicit form of the fourteen A’s in a trace-orthogonal basis
Tr(AB) = −12AB ; g(A) = 0; 8 A; (3.29)
is given in App. C. The ’s are proportional to the 7 7 matrix representation T (7) of the 7 of g2
T
(7)
A  2iA; [T (7)A ; T (7)B ] = ifABCT (7)C (3.30a)
fABC  −4Tr([A; B ]C) (3.30b)
where fABC are the structure constants of g2. The second part of (3.29) tells us that the remaining
seven currents in so(7) can be taken as
J(z)  gJ(z);  = 1 : : : 7 : (3.31)
10
These and the other seven currents J8(z),  = 1 : : : 7 of so(8) transform as 7’s of g2.








J(z));  = 1 : : : 7 (3.32)
which also transform as 7’s under g2. Then the so(8) current algebra takes the form
JA(z)JB(w) =
kAB
(z − w)2 +
ifABCJC(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0 (3.33a)


























(z − w)2 +
ifAJA(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0 (3.33d)
where gγ are the octonionic structure constants in (3.27b), fABC are the g2 structure constants
in (3.30b) and
fA = fA = −2(A) = i(T (7)A ) : (3.34)
App. C collects some steps and identities used in deriving Eq. (3.33).
The result (3.33) is the desired diagonal basis for the action of the triality automorphism T1:
!A;B = AB ; !; = ;e
2pii
3 (3.35a)
JA(z)0 = JA(z); J (z)
0 = e
2pii
3 J (z) : (3.35b)
A = 1 : : : 14;  = 1 : : : 7 : (3.35c)
In agreement with entry viii) of the table in App. A, we see that the triality automorphism T1







which is not a symmetric space.
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3.5 The triality automorphism T2
We turn nally to the second triality automorphism T2 (see entry ix) of the table in App. A) which








with invariant subalgebra h = su(3) instead of h = g2 for T1. In this discussion, we shall use the
standard (Gell-Mann) Cartesian basis
AB = AB ; fABC = fABC ; A;B;C = 1 : : : 8 (3.38)
to describe the su(3) and, in this basis, any matrix irrep T of su(3) satises
T yA = TA; [TA; TB ] = ifABCTC (3.39a)
TA = −T tA; T yA = TA; [ TA; TB ] = ifABC TC (3.39b)
where t is matrix transpose. Note that we have introduced two equivalent labellings for the same
indices A;B; i; j = 1 : : : 8 where i; j are also the vector indices of the generators Jij of so(8).
We consider rst the su(3) currents as they are embedded in the ane so(8). These may be
taken as
JA(z)  − i2(T
adj
A )ijJij(z) = −
1
2
fAijJij(z) = −12fABCJBC(z) (3.40)
where fT adjA g is the adjoint rep of su(3), and we nd from (3.1a) that these currents satisfy
JA(z)JB(w) =
keAB
(z − w)2 +
ifABCJC(w)





; Qsu(3)AB = fACDfBCD : (3.41b)




= k~hsu(3) = 3k = 3x )  2su(3) =
2
3
; Qsu(3) = 2; ke = k (3.42)
in agreement with the embedding shown in Eq. (3.37).
The rest of the so(8) currents transform as the 10 and 10 of h = su(3). We nd the explicit








(g+IJK)AB  (T (3)A )IL(T (3)B )JMLMK + 5 terms; 123 = 1 (3.43b)







LMN ) = 0 (3.43d)
A;B; i; j = 1 : : : 8 ; I; J;K;L;M;N = 1 : : : 3 ; fIJKg = 1 : : : 10 (3.43e)
where LMK is the Levi-Civita density and the indices IJK of the tensors gIJK are completely
symmetrized as indicated. The matrix irreps T (3) and T (3) are the 3 and 3 of su(3).
In what follows, we will generally use the composite notation
 = fIJKg = 1 : : : 10 (3.44)




(z − w)2 +
ifABCJC(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0 (3.45a)




z − w +O(z − w)
0 (3.45b)
JA(z)J− (w) = −
( T (10)A )J
−
 (w)






(z − w)2 −
(T (10)A )JA(w)






(z − w)2 −
( T (10)A )JA(w)




 (w) = 
~gγJγ (w)
z − w +O(z −w)
0 : (3.45f)
Here we have dened the 10 10 matrices












( T (3)A )ILJMKN + 35 terms
o
(3.46b)
which are the 10 and 10 irreps of su(3), and the additional tensors
~gIJK;LMN;PQR  1216(ILPJMQKNR + 215 terms) (3.47a)
(1l)IJK;LMN  136(ILJM KN + 35 terms) : (3.47b)
Useful identities among all these matrices and tensors are collected in App. D, where it is also
noted that the matrix 1l in (3.47b) is the natural unit matrix in the 10 10 space.
In the basis (3.45), the action of the triality automorphism T2 has the same diagonal form
JA(z)0 = JA(z); J (z)
0 = e
2pii
3 J (z) (3.48a)
A = 1 : : : 8;  = 1 : : : 10 (3.48b)
as that given for T1 in (3.35).
3.6 The affine-Sugawara constructions








Jij(z)Jij(z) :; Q = 4(n− 1); c = xn(2n− 1)
x+ 2(n − 1) (3.49)
and this construction is easily rewritten in the diagonal bases above: In any basis, the general
form of the ane-Sugawara construction on simple g is








(z − w)2 +
ifab
cJc(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0; a; b = 1 : : : dim g (3.50b)
so that the Killing metric ab and its inverse ab are easily read from the current-current OPEs
in any basis.























JIJ (z)JIJ (z) +
X
A;I

















 (z)) : : (3.53)
The form (3.53) for the triality automorphisms can also be checked directly using the sum rules in
(C.6) and (D.5a). It is easy to check that each ane-Sugawara construction in this list is invariant
T (z)0 = Labg : Ja(z)
0Jb(z)0 : = T (z) (3.54)
under the diagonal action of each of the automorphisms discussed above.











4.1 The twisted current algebras
In current-algebraic orbifold theory [3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 15, 14], the twisted OPEs and monodromies
of the twisted sectors of each orbifold A(H)=H are obtained from the OPEs and automorphic
responses of the untwisted sector A(H) by the method of eigenelds and the principle of local
isomorphisms [1, 3, 5, 12]. As a simple example, the monodromy of the general twisted left-mover
currents J^ of sector  is
J^n(r)(ze
2i; ) = En(r)()J^n(r)(z; ); En(r)() = e
−2i n(r)ρ(σ) (4.1a)
J^n(r)();(z; ) = J^n(r)(z; ) (4.1b)
n(r) 2 f0; : : : ; () − 1g;  = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (4.1c)
where () is the order h 2 H, Nc is the number of conjugacy classes of H and the spectral
indices fn(r)g are determined from the H-eigenvalue problem [3, 5, 12]
!(h)U y()n(r) = U y()n(r)En(r)() : (4.2)
Here !(h) is the action of h 2 H on the untwisted currents, fg are the degeneracy indices of
the eigenvalue problem and the integers n(r) in (4.1c) are the pullback of the spectral indices to
the fundamental range.
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Solving the H-eigenvalue problem is equivalent to nding a diagonal basis for the automor-
phism, and since we have already found such diagonal bases, we may now choose the trivial
solution
U y() = 1l; En(r) = diag!(h) (4.3)
from which the spectral indices are easily deduced. Then we obtain in particular
so(2n)
P
 = 2; n = 0; n = 1 (4.4a)





 = 2; nAB = nIJ = 0; nAI = 1 (4.5a)





 = 3; nA = 0; n+1; = 1; n−1; = 2 (4.6a)
J^0;A(ze2i) = J^0;A(z); J^1;(ze2i) = e
2pii
3 J^1;(z) (4.6b)
for the twisted sectors so(2n)=H of the orbifolds on so(2n).







−(m+ n(r)ρ(σ) )−1 (4.7a)
J^n(r)()(m+
n(r)±ρ(σ)
ρ(σ) ) = J^n(r)(m 1 + n(r)ρ(σ) ) (4.7b)
where J^n(r)(m +
n(r)









































3 )−1 : (4.10)
We also give the examples of mode periodicity
J^2;AB(m+ 22)= J^0;AB(m+ 1); J^2;IJ(m+
2
2)= J^0;IJ(m+ 1); J^−1;AI(m− 12)= J^1;AI(m− 1 + 12)
(4.11a)
J^2;(m 23) = J^1;(m 1 13) (4.11b)
which follow from the general form in Eq. (4.7b).




ρ(σ) ); J^n(s)(n +
n(s)





 = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (4.12b)
where the zero modes fJ^0(0)g generate the residual symmetry algebra and Ward identities of
sector . General formulas are given for the twisted structure constants F() and the twisted
metric G() in Refs. [3, 5], but these reduce to G = k and F = f for trivial normalization  = 1
and the trivial solution (4.3) of the H-eigenvalue problem.




[J^0;(m); J^0;(n)] = i(J^0;(m+ n) + J^0;(m+ n)
−J^0;(m+ n)− J^0;(m+ n))
+2k(e)mm+n;0 (4.13a)
[J^0;(m); J^1;(n+ 12)] = i(J^1;(m+ n+
1
2 )−  J^1;(m+ n+ 12)) (4.13b)
[J^1;(m+ 12); J^1;(n+
1
2)] = −iJ^0;(m+ n+ 1) + k(m+ 12)m+n+1;0 (4.13c)
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J^0;(m)y = J^0;(−m); J^1;(m+ 12)y = J^−1;(−m− 12) = J^1;(−m− 1 + 12) (4.13d)
f; ; ; g = f1; : : : ; 2n− 1g (4.13e)






[J^0;AB(m); J^0;CD(n)] = i(BC J^0;AD(m+ n) + ADJ^0;BC(m+ n)
−AC J^0;BD(m+ n)− BDJ^0;AC(m+ n))
+2k(eAB)CDmm+n;0 (4.14a)
[J^0;IJ(m); J^0;KL(n)] = i(JK J^0;IL(m+ n) + ILJ^0;JK(m+ n)
−IK J^0;JL(m+ n)− JLJ^0;IK(m+ n))
+2k(eIJ )KLmm+n;0 (4.14b)
[J^0;AB(m); J^0;IJ (n)] = 0 (4.14c)
[J^1;AI(m+ 12); J^1;BJ (n+
1
2)] = −i(AB J^0;IJ(m+ n+ 1) + IJ J^0;AB(m+ n+ 1))
+kABCD(m+ 12)m+n+1;0 (4.14d)
[J^0;AB(m); J^1;CI (n+ 12)] = i(BC J^1;AI(m+ n+
1
2)− AC J^1;BI(m+ n+ 12))
[J^0;IJ(m); J^1;AK(n+ 12)] = i(JK J^1;AI(m+ n+
1
2)− IK J^1;AJ(m+ n+ 12)) (4.14e)
J^0;AB(m)y = J^0;AB(−m); J^0;IJ(m)y = J^0;IJ(−m) (4.14f)
J^1;AI(m+ 12)
y = J^−1;AI(−m− 12) = J^1;AI(−m− 1 + 12) (4.14g)
fA;B;C;Dg = f1 : : : rg; fI; J;K;Lg = fr + 1; : : : ; 2ng; r = n; : : : ; 2n − 1 (4.14h)
and for the twisted triality sector so(8)
T1
:
[J^0;A(m); J^0;B(n)] = ifABC J^0;C(m+ n) + kABmm+n;0 (4.15a)
[J^0;A(m); J^1;(n 13)] = ifAJ^1;(m+ n 13) (4.15b)
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gγ J^1;γ(m+ n 1 13)
(4.15c)
[J^1;(m 13); J^1;(n 13)] = ifAJ^0;A(m+ n) + k(m 13)m+n;0 (4.15d)
J^0;A(m)y = J^0;A(m); J^1;(m 13)y = J^1;(−m 13) (4.15e)
fA;B;Cg = f1 : : : 14g; f; ; γg = f1 : : : 7g (4.15f)
and nally for the twisted triality sector so(8)
T2
:
[J^0;A(m); J^0;B(n)] = ifABC J^0;C(m+ n) + kABmm+n;0 (4.16a)
[J^0;A(m); J^+1;(n+ 13)] = −(T (10)A ) J^+1;(m+ n+ 13) (4.16b)
[J^0;A(m); J^−1;(n− 13)] = −( T (10)A ) J^−1;(m+ n− 13) (4.16c)
[J^+1;(m+ 13); J^−1;(n− 13)] = −(T (10)A ) J^0;A(m+ n) + k(1l)(m+ 13)m+n;0 (4.16d)
[J^−1;(m− 13); J^+1;(n+ 13)] = −( T (10)A ) J^0;A(m+ n) + k(1l)(m− 13)m+n;0 (4.16e)
[J^1;(m 13); J^1;(n 13)] = ~gγ J^1;γ(m+ n 1 13) (4.16f)
J^0;A(m)y = J^0;A(m); J^1;(m 13)y = J^1;(−m 13) (4.16g)
fA;B;Cg = f1 : : : 8g; f; ; γg = f1 : : : 10g : (4.16h)
The twisted current algebras of the sectors so(8)=T21 and so(8)=T
2
2 are discussed in Subsec. 5.2.
4.2 Rectification





ρ(σ) )] = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)ρ(σ) )




of sector  $ h 2 H is the same as the twisted left-mover current algebra (4.12), but with the
sign reversal of the central term shown here. As discussed in Ref. [12], the twisted right-mover
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current algebra (4.17) is isomorphic to the twisted left-mover current algebra of sector h−1 and,
as a consequence, the form (4.17) is in agreementz3 with earlier analysis at the level of characters
[24].
Nevertheless, it has been found on a case-by-case basis that each of the twisted right-mover
current algebras so far considered can be rectified [12] by a linear transformation into a copy ^J
]
of the twisted left-mover current algebra:
 the WZW permutation orbifolds [12, 13, 14]
 the inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds [12] on simple g
 the (outer-automorphic) charge conjugation orbifold on su(n  3) [13].
So far as the basic types of twisted right-mover current algebras are concerned, this leaves the
rectication problem open only for the other outer-automorphically twisted ane Lie algebras on
simple g.
As a simple example of rectication, we consider rst the general inner- or outer-automorphic
WZW orbifold of Z2-type, whose twisted left-mover current algebra has the general form
[J^0;A(m); J^0;B(n)] = iF0;A;0;B0;C J^0;C(m+ n) + G0;A;0;Bmm+n;0 (4.18a)
[J^0;A(m); J^1;I(n+ 12)] = iF0;A;1;I1;J J^1;J(m+ n+ 12) (4.18b)
[J^1;I(m+ 12); J^1;J (n+
1
2)] = iF1;I;1;J0;AJ^0;A(m+ n+ 1) + G1;I;1;J(m+ 12)m+n+1;0 (4.18c)
A;B;C 2 h; I; J 2 g=h (4.18d)
with g=h a symmetric space. This form includes in particular the Z2-twisted current algebras of










given above. Then, reversing the signs of the central terms to obtain the corresponding twisted
right-mover current algebra, we nd that the following redenition
^J
]
0;A(m)  ^J0;A(−m); ^J
]
1;I(m+ 12)  ^J−1;I(−m− 12) = ^J1;I(−m− 1 + 12) (4.20)
recties the twisted right-mover current algebra into a copy of the twisted left-mover current
algebra (4.18). In fact, there is a theorem [12] which tells us that the twisted right-mover currents
of all Z2-type orbifolds are rectiable because h−1 = h for the non-trivial element of the Z2. The
result (4.20) shows explicitly that this can be done without extra phases.
z3The bracket analogue of the twisted right-mover current algebra (4.17) also follows from the general WZW
orbifold action [12].
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On the other hand, we nd from Eq. (4.15) that some non-trivial phases are necessary
^J
]
0;A(m) = ^J0;A(−m); ^J
]
1;(m 13) = − ^J1;(−m 13) (4.21)
to rectify the twisted right-mover current algebra of the twisted triality sector so(8)=T1.
We have also been able to nd the rectication for the twisted triality sector so(8)=T2:
^J
]
0;A(m) = !AB ^J0;B(−m); ^J
]
1;(m 13) = − ^J1;(−m 13) : (4.22)
In this case !AB cannot be trivial and the simplest choice is ! = !(C), the (outer-automorphic)















) T (10)A 0 = !ABT (10)B = T (10)A ; T (10)A 0 = !AB T (10)B = T (10)A : (4.23b)
The diagonal action of this automorphism in this Cartesian basis is given in Ref. [13], where it is







is dened by this automorphism. As discussed in Subsec. 5.2, the rectications (4.21) and (4.22)
hold as well for the twisted triality sectors so(8)=T21 and so(8)=T
2
2 respectively.
Together with the conclusions of Refs. [12, 13, 14], this completes the rectication of all the
basic types of twisted right-mover current algebras. The rectication problem is not completely
solved however because there exist more general twisted current algebras associated to the com-
position of automorphisms of dierent basic types. Examples of these are the \doubly-twisted"
current algebras of Refs. [2, 4], which result from the composition of permutations of copies of g
with inner automorphisms of g.
4.3 The twisted affine-Sugawara constructions
For any current-algebraic orbifold A(H)=H, the twisted affine-Virasoro construction of sector 
is [3, 5]
T^(z) = Ln(r);−n(r)() : J^n(r)(z; )J^−n(r) (z; ) :; c^ = c (4.25)
where L() is the twisted inverse inertia tensor and :  : is operator product normal ordering
[2, 3, 5] of the twisted currents. The explicit form [3, 5] of L() = L(L; ) for all A(H)=H is
a duality transformation of the inverse inertia tensor Lab of the corresponding untwisted ane-
Virasoro construction [9, 25, 10, 11] of the symmetric CFT A(H). The special case of the WZW
orbifolds is described by the general twisted affine-Sugawara construction [3, 5]
T^(z) = Lg^()n(r);−n(r)() : J^n(r)(z; )J^−n(r) (z; ) :; c^g = cg (4.26a)
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Lg^()() = L(Lg; ) (4.26b)
where Labg is the ordinary inverse inertia tensor of the untwisted ane-Sugawara construction
[6, 7, 22, 16, 23] T = Labg : JaJb : in the symmetric theory Ag(H).
Because each of our automorphisms acts in a diagonal basis, the twisted inverse inertia tensor
of each of our twisted sectors is equal to the ordinary inverse inertia tensor Lg^()() = Lg. Then











































(J^1;(z)J^−1;(z) + J^−1;(z)J^1;(z)) : (4.29)
for each of our examples.
We turn next to the left- and right-mover conformal weights ^0(), ^0() of the scalar twist-














Gn(r);−n(r);() = ^0() (4.30b)
in each sector of every current-algebraic orbifold A(H)=H. The result (4.30b) is most easily
derived by going over to the M or mode-ordered form [5, 12] of the Virasoro generators and using












is not dicult to evaluate for particular classes of WZW orbifolds (see Refs. [12, 13, 14] for the
WZW permutation orbifolds, Ref. [13] for the outer-automorphic charge conjugation orbifold on
su(n) and Ref. [14] for the inner-automorphic WZW orbifolds).
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For our purposes, we note that the general result (4.31) is also easy to evaluate for all low-order
inner or outer automorphisms of the large class of permutation-invariant Lie algebras g
g =  gI ; gI ’ g; kI = k (4.32a)






16 for  = 2
1
18 for  = 3 :
(4.32b)
Here h is the invariant subalgebra of g, while ~hg and xg are respectively the dual Coxeter number
of g and the invariant level of ane g. To see this for order  = 2 and simple g, use the identities
G0;A;0;B = k0;A;0;B; 0;A;0;B0;A;0;B = dimh (4.33a)
G1;I;1;J = k1;I;1;J ; 1;I;1;J1;I;1;J = dim g=h (4.33b)
and similarly for  = 3 and for the permutation-invariant algebras in (4.32a).
Then Eq. (4.32b) on g = so(2n) gives the twist-eld conformal weights for our Z2 examples
so(2n)
P




































16(x+ 2(n − 1)) (4.35c)
where x is the invariant level of the ane so(2n).




























where x is the invariant level of the ane so(8). Because T21 and T
2
2 also have order  = 3,

























are the same as those given in (4.36b). The twisted sectors so(8)=T21 and so(8)=T
2
2 are further
discussed in Subsec. 5.2.
Note that the scalar twist-eld conformal weights are dierent for each of the Z2-type twisted
sectors on so(2n) and for the twisted triality sectors so(8)=T1 and so(8)=T2, even though all the
outer automorphisms on each g are inner-automorphically equivalent. This is not surprising since
it is well known that inner-automorphic spectral flow [6, 26] aects conformal weights.
For completeness, we also evaluate (4.32b) to give the scalar twist-eld conformal weights of












































Here we have chosen to label the twisted sectors by their corresponding symmetric spaces g=h,
and x is the invariant level of ane g. For the charge conjugation orbifold on su(n), the result
(4.38a) was given earlier in Ref. [13].
Taken with the corresponding results given in Refs. [12, 13, 14], this completes the computation
of the scalar twist-eld conformal weights in each sector of all the basic WZW orbifolds.
4.4 The twisted KZ systems
In the general theory of WZW orbifolds [3, 5, 12, 13, 14] the description is extended to include
the twisted affine primary fields g^ = g^−g^+ of sector  and their OPEs, e.g.
J^n(r)(z; )g^+(T ; w; ) =
g^+(T ; w; )
z − w Tn(r)(T; ) +O(z − w)
0 (4.39)
where g^+(T ; z; ) is the left-mover twisted ane primary eld in twisted representation T 
T (T; ). When acting on the scalar twist-eld state j0i of sector , the twisted ane primary
elds create the twisted affine primary states [15] of sector 
jT i = lim
z!0




ρ(σ)  0)jT i = m+ n(r)ρ(σ) ;0
jT iTn(r)(T; ) (4.40b)
where γ(T ; ) is the so-called matrix exponent of the twisted ane primary eld. Moreover, the
OPEs of the twisted ane primary elds lead to the twisted vertex operator equations of sector 
and the general left- and right-mover twisted KZ systems [12, 13, 15] of the WZW orbifolds.
For twisted sector  of any WZW orbifold, the general twisted left-mover KZ system [12, 13, 14]
has the form
A^+(T ; z; )  h0jg^+(T (1); z1; )g^+(T (2); z2; )    g^+(T (N); zN ; )j0i (4.41a)
@A^+(T ; z; ) = A^+(T ; z; )W^(T ; z; );  = 1 : : : N;  = 0; : : : ;Nc − 1 (4.41b)
A^+(T ; z; )
0@ NX
=1
T ()0 (T; )
1A = 0; 8  (4.41c)
where the general twisted left-mover connection W^(T ; z; ) is given in Eq. (2.4b). The general
Ward identities in (4.41c) are associated to the residual symmetry of each sector .























T ()1; T ()−1;
35
(4.42a)


















T ()0;ABT ()0;AB +
X
I<J



































































= 0; 8 A 2 g2 (4.44b)
so(8)
T2


































= 0; 8 A 2 su(3) : (4.45b)
The twisted KZ systems of the sectors so(8)=T21 and so(8)=T
2
2 are discussed in Subsec. 5.2.
The twisted representation matrices T = T (T; ) satisfy the general orbifold Lie algebra
[Tn(r);Tn(s) ] = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()Tn(r)+n(s); (4.46a)
Tn(r)(); = Tn(r); [T ();T ()] = 0;  6=  (4.46b)
in sector  of the general WZW orbifold, where F() are the same twisted structure constants
which appear in the general twisted current algebra (4.12). For our examples then, the orbifold
Lie algebra takes the specic forms:
so(2n)
P
[T0; ;T0;] = i(T0; + T0; − T0; − T0;) (4.47a)





[T0;AB;T0;CD] = i(BCT0;AD + ADT0;BC − ACT0;BD − BDT0;AC) (4.48a)
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[T0;IJ ;T0;KL] = i(JKT0;IL + ILT0;JK − IKT0;JL − JLT0;IK) (4.48b)
[T0;AB;T0;IJ ] = 0 (4.48c)
[T1;AI ;T1;BJ ] = −i(ABT0;IJ + IJT0;AB) (4.48d)
[T0;AB;T1;CI ] = i(BCT1;AI − ACT1;BI) (4.48e)
[T0;IJ ;T1;AK ] = i(JKT1;AI − IKT1;AJ) (4.48f)
so(8)
T1










[T1;;T1;] = ifAT0;A (4.49c)
so(8)
T2
[T0;A;T0;B ] = ifABCT0;C (4.50a)
[T0;A;T1;] = −(T (10)A )T+1;; [T0;A;T−1;] = −( T (10)A )T−1; (4.50b)
[T+1;;T−1;] = −(T (10)A )T0;A; [T−1;;T+1;] = −( T (10)A )T0;A (4.50c)
[T1;;T1;] = ~gγT1;γ : (4.50d)
More explicit forms of the twisted representation matrices are discussed in the following subsection.
Using (4.49c), (4.50c) and the fact that Tr(T (10)A ) = 0, we obtain the simplied form of the
triality connection for so(8)=T1 and so(8)=T2




























where the ranges of A and  for the two cases are given in (4.44) and (4.45). Although flatness of
the twisted connections is guaranteed by the construction, we have used (4.49) and (4.50) to check
explicitly and at length that the twisted triality connection (4.51) is not only flat but abelian flat
@W^(T ; z)− @W^(T ; z) = [W^(T ; z); W^(T ; z)] = 0 (4.52)
for both so(8)=T1 and so(8)=T2. As noted in Subsec. 5.2, the twisted KZ connections of the
twisted sectors so(8)=T2, T = T1 and T2 are also abelian flat.
Including the explicit check [13] of flatness for all orbifolds of Z2-type, this completes the
explicit check of flatness for the twisted KZ connections of each sector of all the outer-automorphic
WZW orbifolds on simple g.
4.5 Representation theory
We turn now to discuss the explicit form of the twisted representation matrices.
For each sector  of any WZW orbifold Ag(H)=H, the general formula for the twisted repre-
sentation matrices
Tn(r)  Tn(r)(T; ) = n(r)()U()n(r)aU(T; )TaU y(T; ) (4.53)
is given in Ref. [12]. Here Ta; a = 1:::dim g can be any untwisted matrix representation of g. The
quantities U y() and U y(T; ) are the eigenvalue matrices of the H-eigenvalue problem and the
extended H-eigenvalue problem respectively, while fg is a set of normalization constants.
Since we are starting in a diagonal basis for each automorphism, we may set () = U y() = 1
(see Eq. (4.3)) to obtain a simplied form for the twisted representation matrices
T (T; ) = U(T; )TU y(T; ) : (4.54)
Nevertheless, we must still solve the linkage relation [12] forW (h;T ) given !(h) and the extended
H-eigenvalue problem [12] for U y(T; )
W y(h ;T )TaW (h;T ) = !(h)abTb  Ta0 (4.55a)
W (h;T )U y(T; ) = U y(T; )E(T; ) (4.55b)
in order to evaluate the twisted representation matrices in (4.54). Here !(h) is the action of
h 2 H  Aut(g) on the untwisted currents of ane g and W (h;T ) is the action of h in
untwisted representation T .
Solution of the relations in (4.55) is straightforward for any \real" irrep T of g, where real is
dened here as the unitary equivalence
T 0 = !T = T (4.56)
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for any automorphism group H of any g. A simple example is the adjoint representation T adj of
any g, for which it is known that [12, 13]
(T adja )b
c = −ifabc; W (h;T adj) = !(h); U(T adj; ) = U y() (4.57)
in each sector of every WZW orbifold. In our case, this gives the simple form
U y() = 1 ) T (T adj; ) = T adj (4.58)
and the specic results
so(2n)
P





: T0;AB(T adj) = T adjAB; T0;IJ(T adj) = T adjIJ ; T1;AI(T adj) = T adjAI (4.60)
so(8)
T1



























are obtained for the twisted sectors of this paper. More generally, the solution of the linkage
relation (4.55a) is guaranteed for real representations by the unitary equivalence T 0 = T .
For outer automorphisms of simple g we must also consider \complex" irreps T (c) for which
T (c)0 = !T (c)  T (c) (4.63)
and in this case we must take the representation T to be reducible [12, 13]. As an example, for


























































where W (T ) and U(T ); E(T ) are respectively the solutions of the linkage relation (4.55a) and the




T (c) = (T (c) ; T
(c)
;2n); T
(c)0 = (T (c) ;−T (c);2n) (4.65a)


















A(2n;r) ; r odd
o





(c)0 = (T (c)AB ; T
(c)
IJ ;−T (c)AI ) (4.66a)
























in each of our outer-automorphically twisted sectors of Z2-type. Specic examples of Eqs. (4.65),
(4.66) are obtained by substitution of the Weyl spinor reps T (c) = S(c)  S in App. B. The
conjugate Weyl spinors are automatically included as C(c)  S(c)0 in this formulation.





0 T (c)a 0 0



















0 T (c)a 00 0
0 0 T (c)a
1CA (4.67b)
W (T ) =
0B@ 0 0 1l1l 0 0
0 1l 0
1CA ; W y(T )W (T ) = W 3(T ) =
0B@ 1l 0 00 1l 0
0 0 1l
1CA (4.67c)







1CA ; U y(T )U(T ) =




0B@ 1l 0 00 e−2i=31l 0
0 0 e2i=31l
1CA (4.67e)
where W (T ) and U y(T ); E(T ) are respectively the solutions of the linkage relation (4.55a) and
the extended H-eigenvalue problem in (4.55b).
To be more explicit for the twisted triality sectors, we introduce the unied notation





T (c)0 = (T (c)A ; e




















































where T (c) is any complex irrep of so(8) = spin(8) under T1 or T2. Then the twisted representation
matrices T (T ) of so(8)=T1 or so(8)=T2




0 T (c)A 0
0 0 T (c)A
1CA (4.69a)














T−1;(T ) = U(T )T− U y(T ) = e−
2pii
3








0 T (c) − 0
1CA (4.69c)
are obtained from Eqs. (4.54) and (4.67) .
As an explicit example, let us work out the untwisted and twisted representation matrices
corresponding to the complex reps V (c), S(c) and C(c) of so(8) = spin(8) under T1 or T2. We




ij = 2ieij ; (eij)kl =
1
2
(ikjl − jkil) (4.70a)
T1 : V
(c)





















6 (g )ijeij : (4.70c)
In this case, we can dene both the untwisted Weyl spinor rep and the untwisted conjugate Weyl
spinor rep directly from the vector rep and the Z3 automorphism
S(c) = V (c)0 = !V (c) = (V (c)A ; e





C(c) = S(c)0 = !V (c)0 = !2V (c) = (V (c)A ; e










0 (!V (c))a 0
0 0 (!2V (c))a
1CA (4.72)





0 V (c)A 0
0 0 V (c)A
1CA (4.73a)












1CA ; T−1;(T ) = e− 2pii3








0 V (c) − 0
1CA
(4.73b)
follow from (4.69). For the twisted triality sectors so(8)=T1 and so(8)=T2 the explicit forms of
the entries here are given in Eqs. (4.70b,c).
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4.6 Action formulation of outer-automorphic WZW orbifolds
The classical theory of WZW orbifolds is described by the general WZW orbifold action [12, 13, 15]
on the cylinder (; t) and the solid cylinder Γ, which reduces to the form












Tr( ( g^−1(T ; )dg^(T ; ) )3 )

(4.74a)
Tr(TaTb) = y(T )ab;  =
8><>:
1 for real reps T
2 for complex reps T (c) when  = 2
3 for complex reps T (c) when  = 3
(4.74b)
for each twisted sector  of all the outer-automorphic WZW orbifolds on simple g. Here g^(T ; ) 
g^(T (T; ); ; t; ) are the group orbifold elements of sector , which are the high-level or classical
limit of the twisted ane primary elds. The group orbifold elements are locally group elements
but they exhibit the monodromy
g^(T ;  + 2; t; ) = E(T; )g^(T ; ; t; )E(T; ) (4.75)
where E(T; ) is the eigenvalue matrix of the extended H-eigenvalue problem in (4.55b). The
result (4.74) generalizes the action given for the charge-conjugation orbifold on su(n) in Ref. [13].
The group orbifold elements can be expressed in terms of the twisted tangent space coordinates
^
g^(T (T; ); ; t; ) = ei^n(r)µ(;t)Tn(r)µ(T;); ^n(r)( + 2; t) = ^n(r)(; t)e2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) (4.76)
where Tn(r)(T; ) are the same twisted representation matrices discussed in the operator for-
mulation above. The consistency of the monodromy of ^ in (4.76) and that of g^ in (4.75) is a
consequence of a selection rule for the twisted representation matrices [12].
This gives the explicit forms of the group orbifold elements for each of our twisted sectors
so(2n)
P






g^(T ; ) = ei(^0,AB()T0,AB+^0,IJ ()T0,IJ+^1,AI()T1,AI ) (4.78a)
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g^(T ; ) = ei(^0,A()T0,A+^1,α()T1,α) (4.79a)
^0;A( + 2) = ^0;A(); ^1;( + 2) = ^1;() e
2pii
3 (4.79b)
where T = T (T; ) and we have suppressed the time label t. The explicit forms of T for real and
complex representations are discussed in the previous subsection. The corresponding discussion
for the charge conjugation orbifold on su(n) was given in Ref. [13].
5 Assembling the Orbifolds
5.1 The Z2 orbifolds on so(2n)






; r = n; : : : ; 2n − 3 (5.1)
of type Z2 on so(2n). These orbifolds have an untwisted sector  = 0 and one twisted sector
 = 1, called respectively so(2n)=P and so(2n)=A(2n; r), r = n; : : : ; 2n− 3 in this paper. Among
these, only those generated by P and fA(2n; r), r = oddg are outer-automorphic orbifolds, while
the others are inner automorphic. Following the counting in Subsec. 3.3, we have then constructed




r + 1 on so(4r + 2) :
(5.2)
In what follows, we consider the more intricate orbifolds of types Z3 and S3 on so(8).
5.2 Two Z3 triality orbifolds on so(8)







and each of these orbifolds has three sectors: the untwisted sector  = 0, a rst twisted sector
 = 1 called so(8)=T1 or so(8)=T2 above, and a second twisted sector  = 2 which corresponds
to so(8)=T21 or so(8)=T
2
2 respectively. Our task in this subsection is the description of the  = 2
sectors.
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For T = T1 or T2, the action !(T2) = !(T)2 is given by
T2 : JA(z)0 = JA(z); J (z)
0 = e
2pii
3 J (z) (5.4)
in the same diagonal bases given above for T1 and T2. The untwisted ane-Sugawara construction
(3.53) holds as well for T21 and T
2
2.
The phase reversal for J (z)0 in (5.4) relative to the action of !(T) tells us that the twisted
current algebra of so(8)=T21 or so(8)=T
2
2 is the same as that given for so(8)=T1 or so(8)=T2 in





: m 13 ! m 13 ; J^1;(m 13 ) ! J^1;(m 13) (5.5)
for both cases. We may then rewrite the twisted current algebras of so(8)=T2 in the standard
forms given for so(8)=T in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16).
For example, we nd
so(8)
T21




gγ J^1;γ(m+ n 1 13) (5.6)
instead of (4.15c) for so(8)=T1. For the so(8)=T21 sector of the Z3(T1) orbifold, this is the only
change in the form of the twisted current algebra.




: [J^1;(m 13); J^1;(n 13)] = ~gγ J^1;γ(m+ n 1 13) (5.7)
and T (10) $ T (10) everywhere.
The rectications (4.21) or (4.22), the twisted ane-Sugawara constructions (4.29) and the
scalar twist-eld conformal weights (4.37) are the same for the sectors so(8)=T2 as they are for
the sectors so(8)=T.
The twisted representation matrices T (T; ) of the  = 2 sectors satisfy the same orbifold Lie





: T1;(T ) ! T1;(T ) (5.8)
which mirrors the twisted current algebras. This means that we can construct the twisted repre-
sentation matrices of sector  = 2 from the ones discussed above for sector  = 1:
TA(T;  = 2) = TA(T;  = 1); T1;(T;  = 2) = T1;(T;  = 1) : (5.9)
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Then the explicit forms of the twisted KZ connections and Ward identities for the  = 2 sectors
of the Z3 triality orbifolds are





































A = 1 : : : 14;  = 1 : : : 7 for
so(8)
T21




where these twisted representation matrices T , which satisfy (4.49) and (4.50), are the same ones
we constructed for so(8)=T1 and so(8)=T2 in Subsec. 4.5. These twisted connections are also
abelian flat.





g^(T ;  + 2;  = 2) = E(T )g^(T ; ;  = 2)E(T ) (5.11a)
g^(T ; ;  = 2) = ei(^0,A()T0,A+^1,α()T1,α) (5.11b)
^0;A( + 2) = ^0;A(); ^1;( + 2) = ^1;() e
2pii
3 (5.11c)
where E(T ) and these twisted representation matrices are again the objects dened for the  = 1
sectors in Subsec. 4.5.
5.3 Three S3 triality orbifolds on so(8)











P ’ A(8; 5) = A = ~A : (5.12b)
In this notation, each S3 is generated by the Z2 and the Z3 element shown in its argument.
Some comment will be helpful about the variety of Z2 outer automorphisms in (5.12b). The





; A(8; 5) :
so(8)x
so(5)x  so(3)2x (5.13a)
P ’ A(8; 5) : !(P) = K!(A(8; 5)) (5.13b)
which changes the dimension of the invariant subalgebra h of P versus A(8; 5). The three A-type
automorphisms in (5.12b) are related by the (trivial) inner automorphisms u and v
A(8; 5) = A = ~A : !(A) = uy!(A(8; 5))u; !(~A) = vy!(A(8; 5))v (5.14)
which act as permutations of the so(8) indices and preserve g=h = so(8)x=(so(5)x  so(3)2x). It
is known [5, 12] that conformal weights are invariant under such two-sided automorphisms, and
that, indeed, all the twisted tensors of the orbifold can be taken invariant.z4 We may therefore
consider the twisted sectors so(8)=A and so(8)=~A as identical to the twisted sector so(8)=A(8; 5)
given above.
In what follows, we use the diagonal basis (JA; J ) discussed for T1 and T2 in Subsecs. 3.4
and 3.5.
5.4 The triality orbifold Aso(8)(S3(P;T1))=S3(P;T1)
To see the rst S3 triality orbifold in (5.12), we use Eqs. (3.28a), (3.32), (3.7) and (3.35) to




















































A = 1; : : : ; 14;  = 1; : : : ; 7 (5.15f)
z4 See e.g. Eq. (2.28) of Ref. [5]. For our special case U(A(8; 5)) = 1l, choose U(A) = u and U(~A) = v, with the
same E = ω(A(8; 5)).
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where !(CD) = !(C)!(D) and the index A labels the invariant g2 subalgebra of T1. From these
transformation properties, we verify that
P2 = T13 = (PT1)2 = 1l (5.16)
so P and T1 generate an S3 whose group table is shown in Table 1 and whose conjugacy classes
are
 = 0 : 1l
 = 1 : P;PT1;T1P
 = 2 : T1;T12 : (5.17)




we may choose the twisted sectors so(8)=P and so(8)=T1 given above as the representatives for
sectors  = 1 and  = 2 respectively.
P PT1 T1P T1 T
2
1
P 1l T1 T21 PT1 T1P
PT1 T
2
1 1l T1 T1P P
T1P T1 T
2
1 1l P PT1
T1 T1P P PT1 T
2
1 1l
T21 PT1 T1P P 1l T1
Table 1: S3 group table generated by P and T1.
5.5 The triality orbifold Aso(8)(S3(A;T2))=S3(A;T2)
For the second S3 triality orbifold in (5.12), we rst dene the action of the outer automorphism
A with h = so(5)x  so(3)2x
J _A _B(z)
0 = J _A _B(z); J _I _J(z)
0 = J _I _J(z); J _A _I(z)
0 = −J _A _I(z) (5.19a)
_A; _B = 2; 5; 7; _I; _J = 1; 3; 4; 6; 8 (5.19b)
which is permutation-equivalent to A(8; 5) in (3.22). A more convenient form of this action is
!(A)Jij(z) = Ω(A)ii0Ω(A)jj0Ji0j0(z); i; j; i
0; j0 = 1 : : : 8 (5.20a)
Ω(A) _A _B =  _A _B; Ω(A) _I _J = − _I _J ; Ω(A) _A _I = Ω(A) _I _A = 0 (5.20b)
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where Ω(A) is recognized as the action of charge conjugation C on su(3) given in Ref. [7]. Then
it is not dicult to check that






0  Ω(A)ijT (3)j = T (3)i (5.21b)
(g )klΩ(A)kiΩ(A)lj = (g

 )ij (5.21c)

































































_A = 2; 5; 7; _I = 1; 3; 4; 6; 8;  = 1; : : : ; 10 (5.22f)
where fJAg = fJ _A; J _Ig are the currents of the invariant su(3) subalgebra of T2. The so(3)12x 
su(3)3x generated by fJ _Ag is not the so(3)2x in the invariant subalgebra of A. From (5.22) we
verify that
A2 = T23 = (AT2)2 = 1l (5.23)
and the same S3 group table (see Table 1) and conjugacy classes (5.17) are obtained with P ! A




we may choose the twisted sectors so(8)=A(8; 5) and so(8)=T2 given above as the representatives
for sectors  = 1 and 2 respectively.
5.6 The triality orbifold Aso(8)(S3(~A;T1))=S3(~A;T1)
Our last S3 triality orbifold is the most intricate of the three.
We begin by dening the action !(~A) of the outer automorphism ~A
J _ _(z)
0 = J _ _(z); J _ _(z)
0 = J _ _(z); J _ _(z)0 = −J _ _(z) (5.25a)
J _8(z)0 = J _8; J _8(z)0 = −J _8(z) (5.25b)
_; _ = 1; 2; 3; _; _ = 4; 5; 6; 7 (5.25c)
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which (like the automorphism A) is permutation-equivalent to A(8; 5) in (3.22). Relative to the
notation of Subsec. 3.1, we have decomposed the so(7) vector label  as fg = f _; _g. A more
convenient form of this action is:
!(~A)J(z) = Ω(~A)0Ω(~A)0J00(z); ; ; 
0;  0 = 1 : : : 7 (5.26a)
!(~A)J8(z) = Ω(~A)0J08(z) (5.26b)
Ω(~A) _ _ =  _ _; Ω(~A) _ _ = − _ _ ; Ω(~A) _ _ = Ω(~A) _ _ = 0 : (5.26c)
Then it is not dicult to check that
g _00Ω(~A)0Ω(~A)0 = g _ ; g _00Ω(~A)0Ω(~A)0 = −g _ (5.27a)
( _A)00Ω(~A)0Ω(~A)0 = ( _A) ; ( _I)00Ω(~A)0Ω(~A)0 = −( _I) (5.27b)
_A = 1; 2; 5; 6; 11; 12; _I = 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10; 13; 14 (5.27c)
where gγ are the octonionic structure constants in Eq. (3.27b) and fAg = f _A;  _Ig is the
trace-orthogonal g2 basis given explicitly in App. C.
Finally, we use the relations (5.27) together with Eqs. (3.28a), (3.32) to compute the action
of ~A in the T1 basis
!(~A)






















J _A(z); J _I (z); e
 2pii

















































J _A(z); J _I (z); e
 2pii





_A = 1; 2; 5; 6; 11; 12; _I = 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10; 13; 14; _ = 1; 2; 3; _ = 4; 5; 6; 7 : (5.28f)
where fJAg = fJ _A; J _Ig are the currents of the invariant g2 subalgebra of T1 and we have also
decomposed the 7’s of g2 as fJ g = fJ_ ; J_ g. From the action (5.28), we verify that
~A2 = T13 = (~AT1)2 = 1l (5.29)
and the same S3 group table (see Table 1) and conjugacy classes (5.17) are obtained with P ! ~A.





we may choose the twisted sectors so(8)=A(8; 5) and so(8)=T1 given above as the representatives
for sectors  = 1 and 2 respectively.
In a sense, this third S3 triality orbifold is a surprise. We have checked that the phases
E0
0 = ei0E0 of the xed or invariant simple root operators E0 in the realization of the Dynkin
automorphisms are as recorded in Fig. 1, where the solid double arrows denote the three S3 triality
orbifolds we have now constructed. The diagram shows clearly that the relative simplicity seen
above for the vertical pairings is correlated with paired trivial or paired non-trivial phases of the
xed simple root operators. For the third orbifold, however, we have mixed a trivial phase for the




































Fig. 1: Phases of E0
0 for the S3 triality orbifolds.
The diagram in Fig. 1 also suggests the existence of a fourth S3 triality orbifold corresponding
to the dashed line, but we have proven (see App. E) that no such fourth S3 orbifold can be
constructed.
Although all our orbifolds are consistent on the sphere, they should also be checked against
modular invariance on the torus { but this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
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A Outer automorphisms and invariant subalgebras
g=h
i A2r=Br = su(2r + 1)=so(2r + 1)
ii A2r−1=Dr = su(2r)=so(2r)
iii A2r−1=Cr = su(2r)=Cr=su(2r)=sp(r)
iv Dr+1=Br = so(2r + 2)=so(2r + 1)
v Dr+1=[Bn Br−n] = so(2r + 2)=[so(2n + 1) so(2(r − n) + 1)]
vi E6=F4
vii E6=C4
viii D4=G2 = so(8)=g2
ix D4=A2 = so(8)=su(3)
In the form g=h, this table gives the inequivalent realizations (homogeneous gradations) of the
Dynkin automorphisms of simple g in terms of their invariant subalgebras h. To our knowledge
this information appeared rst in Table 5 of Ref. [27]. The rst seven entries of the table are
of type Z2 (!2 = 1), where g=h is a symmetric space, while the last two entries are of type Z3
(!3 = 1). Dierent entries for the same g are inner-automorphically equivalent (see e.g. Ref. [13])
because each entry represents the same Dynkin automorphism of g. Nevertheless, the twisted
sector corresponding to each entry on each g is physically distinct.
The cases i) and ii) complete to su(n)=so(n), identied in Ref.[13] as the charge conjugation
automorphism C on su(n), and the corresponding charge conjugation orbifold on su(n) is also
discussed in that reference. The present paper discusses the twisted sectors and orbifolds corre-
sponding to all the outer automorphisms on so(2n), including P (entry iv), fA(2n; r); r = oddg
(entry v), T1 (entry viii) and T2 (entry ix).
When realizations dier on the same g, the dierence is in the phases of the xed simple root
operators under the Dynkin automorphism (see e.g. Ref. [13]). As an example consider so(2n  6)
in the Cartan-Weyl basis, with simple roots and Cartan generators:
(i) = ei − ei+1; i = 1; : : : ; n − 1; (n) = en−1 + en (A.1a)
hi  ei H; i = 1 : : : n : (A.1b)
Then we have checked in particular that explicit realizations of the outer automorphisms P and








0 = E(i) ; i = 1; : : : ; n− 2
E(n−1)










0 = E(i) ; i = 1; : : : ; n− 3; E(n−2) 0 = −E(n−2)
E(n−1)
0 = E(n) ; E(n)
0 = E(n−1)
(A.2b)
and hi0 = hi, i = 1; : : : n− 1, hn0 = −hn for both cases. This computation veries that the series
in entry v) of the table is outer-automorphic down to and including B1  so(3). We also give the
generators of the invariant B1 = so(3)  (so(2n− 3) so(3)) under the action of A
fE(n−1) + E(n) ; hn−1g (A.3)
because this case is of special interest in the text (See Subsecs. 3.3, 5.5 and 5.6). For the outer
automorphisms on so(8), the phases for the xed simple root operators E0 are shown in Fig. 1.
B Spinor reps of spin(2n)
We consider as examples some standard [28] constructions of Dirac and Weyl spinor reps of
spin(2n).
In the rst example, the Dirac gamma matrices fγig are constructed from n complex fermions
as follows





i i = 1 : : : n
1
i (bi−n − byi−n) i = n+ 1; : : : ; 2n





















γi i = 1 : : : n
−γi i = n+ 1; : : : ; 2n
(B.1d)
where t is matrix transpose. This gives the Dirac spinor rep fDijg of spin(2n) and its decompo-



















j − ΓjΓyi ); Cij = Cyij =
i
4
(ΓyiΓj − ΓyjΓi) : (B.2b)
Each of these reps satisfy the algebra of so(2n) = spin(2n)
[Tij ; Tkl] = i(jkTil − ikTjl − jlTik + ilTjk); T = D;S or C (B.3)
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as expected.
We know from the text that the automorphic transforms T 0 of T
T 0 = !T; T = D;S or C; ! = !(A(2n; r)); r = n; : : : ; 2n− 1 (B.4)
also satisfy Eq. (B.3). For these reps we nd that T = T 0 when prime is charge conjugation
C = A(2n;n)
( T )ij = −(T t)ij =
(
Tij i; j = 1 : : : n or i; j = n+ 1; : : : ; 2n
−Tij i = 1 : : : n; j = n+ 1; : : : ; 2n
(B.5a)
= Tij 0; T = D;S or C (B.5b)
where ! for C is given in (3.13a). More generally, charge conjugation gives T 0 = T for all irreps
of any Lie g. Together, (3.18) and the result (B.5) tell us that
spin(4r + 2); C ’ P : Sij 0 = Sij = Cij ; Cij 0 = Cij = Sij (B.6a)
spin(4r); C 6’ P : Sij 0 = Sij = Sij; Cij 0 = Cij = Cij (B.6b)
where prime is charge conjugation. In the language of the text, the Weyl reps are real under C
for spin(4r) and complex under C for spin(4r + 2).
Other representations can be more natural for other automorphisms. Consider for example














−Γi i = 1 : : : 7
Γ8 i = 8
(B.7a)






Γ1 = ⊗ ⊗ ; Γ2 = 1⊗ 1 ⊗ ; Γ3 = 1⊗ 3 ⊗ ; Γ4 = 1 ⊗ ⊗ 1 (B.7c)
Γ5 = 3 ⊗ ⊗ 1; Γ6 = −⊗ 1⊗ 1; Γ7 = ⊗ 1⊗ 3; Γ8 = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1 (B.7d)
where the Weyl spinor reps S and C are again computed from Eq. (B.2). In this case we verify




(ΓyiΓj − ΓyjΓi) =
(
Sij i; j = 1 : : : 7
−Si8 j = 8
(B.8a)
= Sij 0 (B.8b)
Sij = Cij 0 (B.8c)
where prime is the parity automorphism P in (3.7).
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C More about the embedding so(8)x  so(7)x  (g2)x




(e23 − e67); 2 = 1p
6
(e23 + e67 − 2e45); 3 = 1p
2




(e37 + e14 + 2e26); 5 =
1p
2
(e47 − e56); 6 = 1p
6





(e16 − e24); 8 = 1p
6
(e16 + e24 + 2e35); 9 =
1p
2




(e25 + e34 + 2e17); 11 =
1p
2
(e12 − e46); 12 = 1p
6




(e36 − e27); 14 = 1p
6
(e36 + e27 − 2e15) (C.1e)
where the antisymmetric tensors feijg are dened in (3.1b). Then using JA = (A)  J and the
second part of (3.29), one obtains the g2 OPE (3.33a) and the following OPEs
JA(z)J(w) =
ifAJ(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0; fA = −2(A) (C.2a)
JA(z)J8(w) =
ifAJ8(w)




(z − w)2 −
iJ(w)




(z − w)2 +
2i(gγgγ − gγgγ)J(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0 (C.2d)
J(z)J8(w) = J8(z)J(w) =
2igγJγ8(w)
z − w +O(z − w)
0 (C.2e)
by direct computation. The rest of the OPEs in (3.33) then follow from (3.32) and (C.2).
In computing (3.33c) we also nd an operator term proportional to J , but the coecient is
6(e) − 2gγgγ − gγgγ + gγgγ = 0 : (C.3)
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A consequence of this sum rule is the identity
bdddgγgγ = b2d2 − (b  d)2 (C.4)
for arbitrary 7-vectors b and d. The identity (C.4) allows us to verify the familiar lemma
jABj = jAjjBj =
p
(a2 + b2)(c2 + d2) (C.5)
for arbitrary octonions A and B with modulus ja+ b  ij = pa2 + b2.
Finally, we consider (3.33d). In this case, the terms proportional to J8 cancel and the term






(gγgγ − gγgγ) (C.6a)
= −(e) + 16gγgγ (C.6b)
= −2(A)(A) (C.6c)
where we have used the sum rule (C.3) to obtain (C.6b). The last identity in (C.6c) shows that
the operator term is in g2 and veries that the totally antisymmetric structure constants satisfy
(3.34) as they should. Octonionic identities of the type shown in (C.3) and (C.6c) are discussed
from a dierent point of view in Ref. [20]
D More about the embedding so(8)x  su(3)3x
We list here some identities which we need to obtain the diagonal basis of the triality automor-











































(ILJK − 13IJKL); I; J;K;L = 1; 2; 3 (D.1b)
where fAg are the Gell-Mann matrices and  2su(3) is the root length squared of su(3).
Using the denitions in the text, we nd the identities
T adjA
t
= −T adjA ;
(
g

























= −18 4su(3)1l (D.2b)
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where t is matrix transpose. The matrix 1l in (3.47b) is the true identity matrix in the 10  10
space because
1lIJK;LMNBLMN = BIJK;  = fIJKg = 1; : : : ; 10 (D.3)
for any symmetric rank 3 tensor B.
We also nd the commutation relations
[T adjA ; g
+


































 ] = −3 2su(3)egγgγ (D.4b)









































( T (10)A T
(10)
A ) : (D.5b)
In the text, the identities of this appendix are used with  2su(3) =
2
3 .
E Nonexistence of a fourth S3 triality orbifold on so(8)
In Sec. 5, we constructed three S3 triality orbifolds on so(8) and in Subsec. 5.6 we mentioned
the possibility of a fourth S3 triality orbifold on so(8) based on any ~P = P and the triality
automorphism T2. We now present a proof that no such S3 can be constructed.
We begin by noting some properties of the Z2 outer automorphism ~P: Since it is a Z2 automor-
phism, all of the eigenvalues of !(~P) are 1. Furthermore, we know that any outer automorphism
~P = P on so(8) will leave an so(7) subalgebra invariant. Therefore, !(~P) has eigenvalue +1 with
multiplicity 21, and eigenvalue −1 with multiplicity 7. As we shall see, it is this fact which makes
it impossible to generate an S3 from ~P and T2.
To understand this, let us assume the opposite, namely that it is possible to generate an S3
from ~P and T2. Then we have the following necessary and sucient identities:
T2
3 = ~P2 = (~PT2)2 = 1l (E.1a)
) !(~P)2 = 1l; !(~P)!(T2) = !(T2)2!(~P) : (E.1b)
In the T2 basis developed in Subsec. 3:5, we know the explicit, diagonal form of !(T2)
!(T2) =
0B@ 1l8 0 00 1l10 0
0 0 21l10
1CA ;  = e− 2pii3 (E.2)
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where the diagonal blocks correspond to the action on the currents (JA(z); J+ (z); J− (z)) respec-
tively. Using Eq. (E.2), we nd that the general solution !(~P) of the relations (E.1b) is
!(~P) =
0B@ A8 0 00 0 B10
0 C10 0
1CA ; A28 = 1l8; B10C10 = 1l10 (E.3)






; ~B2 = 1l; Tr( ~B) = 0 : (E.4)
It follows that ~B has 10 eigenvalues +1 and 10 eigenvalues −1, and hence !(~P) (if it exists) has
at least 10 eigenvalues −1. We have now reached a contradiction because, as we explained above,
!(~P) must have exactly 7 eigenvalues −1. It follows that there is no fourth S3 triality orbifold on
so(8).
We note in passing that the other Z2-type automorphism, namely !(A), passes the S3 test
above as it must: Because !(A) leaves so(3)  so(5) invariant, it has 13 eigenvalues +1 and 15
eigenvalues −1.
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